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Airside Safety Procedure For Ground
Handling Operation At
Based on a study of current best practices, this handbook presents a series of apron
markings and signs. These markings and signs were devised by representatives of airport
operators, airlines, and other organizations who met under the auspices of ACI and
IATA.
"The AHM is a field-reference publication that contains recommended industry standards
and procedures covering airside safety, load control, baggage, cargo and mail handling,
aircraft movement control, aircraft loading, departure control systems, functional
requirements for ground support equipment, an extensive listing of aircraft doors and
ground servicing points by aircraft type, as well as the latest IATA Standard Ground
Handling Agreement (SGHA) amendments. The AHM is published annually in English
only. The AHM is your definitive source for the latest industry-approved policies and
standards covering all facets of safe and efficient airport operations." -- Publisher's
website.
Aircraft, Hangars, Fixed-Base Operations, Flight Schools, and Airports
Airport handling manual
Airport Safety
IATA Ground Operations Manual (IGOM)
General Aviation Security
As part of the national effort to improve aviation safety, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) chartered the National Research Council to examine and
recommend improvements in the aircraft certification process currently used by the FAA,
manufacturers, and operators.
At head of title: Airport Cooperative Research Program.
Airport Safety, on Air Coordinating Committee Review of Policies and Action in the
Fields Covered by the Doolittle Airport Commission, May 16, 1952
Managing Safety in and Around Airports
Airside Safety Management
Technology of Airport Safety
Aviation Runway and Ramp Safety
Risk, Reliability and Safety contains papers describing innovations in theory and
practice contributed to the scientific programme of the European Safety and
Reliability conference (ESREL 2016), held at the University of Strathclyde in
Glasgow, Scotland (25—29 September 2016). Authors include scientists, academics,
practitioners, regulators and other key individuals with expertise and experience
relevant to specific areas. Papers include domain specific applications as well as
general modelling methods. Papers cover evaluation of contemporary solutions,
exploration of future challenges, and exposition of concepts, methods and
processes. Topics include human factors, occupational health and safety, dynamic
and systems reliability modelling, maintenance optimisation, uncertainty analysis,
resilience assessment, risk and crisis management.
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Amendments to the 2003 edition of CAP 642 (February 2003, ISBN 0860399095)
Improving the Continued Airworthiness of Civil Aircraft
New Technologies and Implementation Issues
Airport Safety Technology--Washington National Airport
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Aviation of the Committee on Transportation
and Infrastructure, House of Representatives, One Hundred Tenth Congress,
Second Session, February 13, 2008
Airport Operations, Third Edition
Master's Thesis from the year 2010 in the subject Engineering - Aerospace
Technology, grade: 1,3, University of Applied Sciences Wildau (WIT Wildau
Institute of Technology), course: Aviation Management, language: English,
abstract: With the amendment of the European Regulation (EC) No
216/2008 by the new Regulation (EC) No 1108/2009 (into force since 14
December 2009), the area of competency of the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) is progressively extended towards a “total system
approach” including ATM, ANS as well as airport safety and
interoperability. This new regulation allows airport operators to continue
with providing apron management service – but they have to “declare their
capability“ for offering this service within the certification process of the
aerodrome. An advanced surface movement guidance and control system is
one important tool for providing this service at large and complex airports.
With the implementation of an advanced surface movement guidance and
control system (A-SMGCS), the airport contributes to the precise surface
guidance of aircraft to and from a runway while maintaining safe distance
to each other as well as to obstacles and vehicles. The system is aimed to
assist the ground controllers in managing the traffic situation on the
movement area in all weather conditions. Due to advanced surveillance
technology, the ground movement controllers are able to continue
operations with an A-SMGCS even in low visibility conditions (e.g. due to
fog) and maintaining nearly the same capacity as with no visibility
restrictions. The focus of this master thesis is not on the operational and
technical details of the system, which are profoundly analyzed and
elaborated on by R&D projects, e.g. by the German Aerospace Center
(DLR), European research projects and the industry. However, the second
chapter will provide those details required to fully understand the legal and
administrative aspects of an A-SMGCS. If ANSP are using a system like ASMGCS under safety aspects, they have to undergo a licensing process
according to SES-regulations and are licenced by the national supervisory
authority. The airport itself is licenced by the appropriate approving
authority of the federal state. For Germany’s biggest airport, Frankfurt
International Airport, it’s the ministry of transport of Hesse, the HMWVL.
This ministry licences the airport as such as well as the safe provision of
apron management service including the use of procedures and technical
systems like A-SMGCS. The conditions for this approval are subject of the
Master's Thesis.
Questions concerning safety in aviation attract a great deal of attention,
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due to the growth in this industry and the number of fatal accidents in
recent years. The aerospace industry has always been deeply concerned
with the permanent prevention of accidents and the conscientious
safeguarding of all imaginable critical factors surrounding the organization
of processes in aeronautical technology. However, the developments in
aircraft technology and control systems require further improvements to
meet future safety demands. This book embodies the proceedings of the
1997 International Aviation Safety Conference, and contains 60 talks by
internationally recognized experts on various aspects of aviation safety.
Subjects covered include: Human interfaces and man-machine interactions;
Flight safety engineering and operational control systems; Aircraft
development and integrated safety designs; Safety strategies relating to
risk insurance and economics; Corporate aspects and safety management
factors --- including airlines services and airport security environment.
Runway Safety
Federal Aviation Regulations
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation, and
Materials of the Committee on Science and Technology, U.S. House of
Representatives, Ninety-eighth Congress, Second Session, March 21, 1984
Airport Handling Manual
Standards and Liabilities
The third edition of A Guide to Hygiene and Sanitation in Aviation addresses water, food,
waste disposal, cleaning and disinfection, vector control and cargo safety, with the
ultimate goal of assisting all types of airport and aircraft operators and all other
responsible bodies in achieving high standards of hygiene and sanitation, to protect
travellers and crews engaged in air transport. Each topic is addressed individually, with
guidelines that provide procedures and quality specifications that are to be achieved. The
guidelines apply to domestic and international air travel for all developed and developing
countries.
This manual contains current industry standards for airport handling procedures relating
to passengers, baggage, cargo and mail. They have been developed under the auspices
of IATA over three decades, and represent the most practical and economical standards
which airlines, ground handling companies and airports are recommended to follow. This
is the 27th edition of the manual which covers the year 2007 and includes chapters on:
passenger, baggage, cargo and mail handling; aircraft handling and loading; load control;
airside management and safety; aircraft movement control; ground handling agreements;
and airport handling ground support equipment specifications.
National Airport System Plan
Aviation Ground Operations Safety Handbook
Protocols for Today and the Future
Aviation Safety, Human Factors - System Engineering - Flight Operations - Economics Strategies - Management
Practical Airport Operations, Safety, and Emergency Management

Practical Airport Operations, Safety, and Emergency
Management: Protocols for Today and the Future focuses on
the airport itself, not the aircraft, manufacturers,
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designers, or even the pilots. The book explores the safety
of what's been called ‘the most expensive piece of pavement
in any city’— the facility that operates, maintains, and
ensures the safety of millions of air passengers every year.
The book is organized into three helpful sections, each
focusing on one of the sectors described in the title.
Section One: Airport Safety, explores the airport
environment, then delves into safety management systems.
Section Two: Airport Operations, continues the conversation
on safety management systems before outlining airside and
landside operations in depth, while Section Three: Airport
Emergency Management, is a careful, detailed exploration of
the topic, ending with a chapter on the operational
challenges airport operations managers can expect to face in
the future. Written by trusted experts in the field, users
will find this book to be a vital resource that provides
airport operations managers and students with the
information, protocols, and strategies they need to meet the
unique challenges associated with running an airport.
Addresses the four areas of airport management: safety,
operations, emergency management, and future challenges
together in one book Written by leading professionals in the
field with extensive training, teaching, and practical
experience in airport operations Includes section on future
challenges, including spaceport, unmanned aerial vehicles,
and integrated incident command Ancillary materials for
readers to reinforce concepts and instructors teaching
operations courses Focuses on the topics of safety,
operations, emergency management, and what personnel and
students studying the topic can expect to face in the future
This manual contains current industry standards for airport
handling procedures relating to passengers, baggage, cargo
and mail. They have been developed under the auspices of
IATA over three decades, and represent the most practical
and economical standards which airlines, ground handling
companies and airports are recommended to follow. This is
the 29th edition of the manual which covers for he year 2009
and includes chapters on: passenger, baggage, cargo and mail
handling; aircraft handling and loading; load control;
airside management and safety; aircraft movement control;
ground handling agreements; and airport handling ground
support equipment specifications.
Civil Aviation
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Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation,
and Materials of the Committee on Science and Technology,
U.S. House of Representatives, Ninety-eighth Congress, First
Session, July 18, 1983
Ground Safety in Aviation Operations
Federal Register
Annual Report of Operations Under the Federal Airport Act
This volume looks at the operational standards and obligations in civil aviation, and the
consequences of failure to comply with them. It covers a wide range of topics both international
and complex in measure.
This book addresses new technologies being considered by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) for screening airport passengers for concealed weapons and explosives.
The FAA is supporting the development of promising new technologies that can reveal the
presence not only of metal-based weapons as with current screening technologies, but also
detect plastic explosives and other non-metallic threat materials and objects, and is concerned
that these new technologies may not be appropriate for use in airports for other than technical
reasons. This book presents discussion of the health, legal, and public acceptance issues that
are likely to be raised regarding implementation of improvements in the current
electromagnetic screening technologies, implementation of screening systems that detect
traces of explosive materials on passengers, and implementation of systems that generate
images of passengers beneath their clothes for analysis by human screeners.
Aerodrome Design Manual
Airport Apron Management and Control Programs
Guide to Hygiene and Sanitation in Aviation
Advisory Circular, AC No. 150/5210-20, June 21, 2002
The National Aviation System Plan

THE MOST COMPLETE, UP-TO-DATE GUIDE TO THE MANAGEMENT AND
OPERATION OF AIRPORTS Fully revised for the latest FAA, ICAO, and IATA standards
and regulations, Airport Operations, Third Edition, provides proven strategies and best
practices for efficiently managing airport functions. This in-depth resource offers a broad
perspective on the privatization of air transport worldwide. To reflect the evolution of
regulatory guidance, two new chapters have been added to address safety management
systems and airport operations control centers. New information on the latest trends,
including security, environmental impact control, and emerging technologies, is also included.
Authoritative yet accessible, this practical reference is ideal for aviation educators, students,
airport personnel, airport planners and designers, and aviation managers at all levels.
Coverage includes: * The airport as an operational system * Airport peaks and airline
scheduling * Airport noise control * Aircraft operating characteristics * Operational
readiness * Ground handling * Baggage handling * Passenger terminal operations * Airport
security * Cargo operations * Airport technical services * Airport aircraft emergencies *
Airport access * Operational administration * Airport safety management systems * Airport
operations control centers * The airport operations manual * Sustainable development and
environmental capacity of airports
After 9/11, the initial focus from the U.S. government, media, and the public was on security
at commercial airports and aboard commercial airlines. Soon, investigation revealed the
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hijackers had trained at flight schools operating out of general aviation airports, leading to a
huge outcry by the media and within the government to mandate security
The National Aviation System Policy Summary
Airport Operations 3/E
Apron Markings and Signs Handbook
Reducing Aircraft Ground Damage Management Solutions for Ground Operations
A Strategy for the FAA's Aircraft Certification Service
TRB’s Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Report 62: Airport Apron Management
and Control Programs explores the effectiveness of apron management programs around the
world.
This document reports the results of a November 1994 conference held by RAND in Amsterdam,
which brought together experts and stakeholders from different countries to identify key airport
safety policy challenges and to discuss possible solutions. Participants were drawn from airport
authorities, carriers, manufacturers, regulators, and governmental and nongovernmental
international organizations. Areas covered include defining and measuring airport safety; public
perceptions; how safety is addressed in other industries; the current state of airport safety; safety
developments in manufacturing, air traffic control, and flight operations; and new institutional
mechanisms and requirements at the national and international levels.
Risk, Reliability and Safety: Innovating Theory and Practice
Certification and operations, land airports serving certain air carriers
Airline Passenger Security Screening
Effective 1 January to 31 December 2009
Proceedings of ESREL 2016 (Glasgow, Scotland, 25-29 September 2016)
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